
Preston Markets 

Promotional video text transcript 
 

The video begins with a view of the Market Hall building, before focusing on a mother and child 

having fun on the Wallace and Gromit bench outside the entrance. 

A woman enters Market Hall, then the video pans to the Bossy Boots stall with the words ‘Market 

Hall’ in the bottom left. The Fresh and Fruity sign then appears, followed by a closeup of vegetables.  

The video then moves to Arthur Strands and pans in on pork pies. A closeup of pick and mix at 

Hakuna Matata is then shown, before switching to Livesey’s stall and panning in on a selection of 

meat dishes. 

The video then pans in on the Mark Williams Fishmongers sign, before switching to a selection of 

cakes then cheeses. Bossy Boots stall, then Cherry Pie Coffee and Co café sign is shown with words 

‘open six days’ in bottom left, before zooming in on a trader making coffee. Customers are then 

shown socialising over warm drinks at Cherry Pie. 

The video then pans into the neon Tipsy Chef sign with the words ‘8am to 5pm’ in the bottom left, 

before zooming in on the trader preparing a meal followed by closeups of a wrap and burger dish. 

The Livesey’s sign then flashes up followed by a Mediterranean Pin Wheel and a trader putting out 

Mediterranean chicken. Pork pies are then put out, before zooming out on the Redmans stall.  

Vegetables at the Fresh and Fruity stall then appear with carrots being weighed and the words ‘shop 

local’ in the bottom left. Vegetables are then placed in a basket before a closeup of a customer 

paying for items at the counter is shown. 

The video then moves on to the UR Phone trader serving a customer, before panning into a trader 

taking in a watch for repair. 

The Chacha’s trader is then shown serving a takeaway meal to a customer, then the video moves 

across to a customer being served at the Fresh and Fruity stall. A girl can be seen biting into an 

apple, then the SuperVeg trader is shown serving a customer. 

Wise Buys Hair and Beauty stall then comes into view before zooming in on beauty products for sale. 

The woman then explores the Outdoor Market starting with a visit to the fabric trader then the book 

seller with the words ‘Outdoor Markets’ and ‘Mon – Wed, Sat 9am to 3pm’ in bottom left. This is 

then followed by the words ‘Second-hand Market’ and ‘Tuesday 8am to 3pm’ in the bottom left 

corner. The woman then walks over to the Box Market looking at the Personalised Print and Gift Box 

stall as she walks through, before stopping to look at the rings for sale at Karen’s Collectables.  

The video then pans over the vast selection of beers for sale at Priest Town Brewing, before panning 

back to the woman who stops of at Jonah’s Coffee for a refreshing fruit drink. 

The woman walks back through the Outdoor Market, then the video pans in on a beer board before 

showing a cheerful trader pulling a pint and customers enjoying a drink with the words ‘The Orchard 

Bar’ ‘Open 12pm to late’ in the bottom left. 

 



The video moves on to the woman buying a bag at Sheridan Bags of Bags stall, then focuses on the 

Arthur Strand sign afterwards with a trader placing out a black pudding. The video then switches to 

customers ordering some meat with the words ‘fresh and local’ in the bottom left corner. 

The Pickles of Preston cheese stall then comes into view with the sign ‘Did you know 80% of our 

cheese is from local cheese dairies within 10 miles from us’. Trader is then shown cutting cheese 

before panning in on a basket of goose eggs with the words ‘under one roof’ in the bottom left 

corner. A selection of cheese is then shown, before switching to a woman buying some cheese. 

Lastly, the video pans to the Hakuna Matata trader arranging fudge behind the counter. Then, a 

closeup of sweets comes into view, before showing the trader preparing ice cream for a customer. 

The video finishes with Preston Markets logo and words ‘for more information’, 

‘www.prestonmarkets.co.uk’ 
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